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Commas II 
Editing 

 

Comma = ( , ) Use commas for a pause or separation between words. 

    Commas clarify and avoid confusion. 

   Examples: 
  The food, by the way, is fantastic!  (separates  phrases) 

  The leader was a nice, honest person.  (separates adjectives) 

  Well, it shouldn’t be long now.  (introductory word) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences. 

1. historically gargoyles is used to direct rain-water away from large tall buildings 

    ____________________________________________________________________ 

2. after it reigns water flows off the roof into the hollow gargoyle and exited it’s mouth  

    ____________________________________________________________________  

3. so you see gargoyles Prevent waters from staining stonewalls an eroding mortar 

    ____________________________________________________________________ 

4. by the way ancient egyptians and greeks also use animal-shaped Waterspouts 

    ____________________________________________________________________ 

5. many medieval european cathedrals designs gargoyles as Animals Humans or Creatures 

    __________________________________________________________________________ 

6. in the early 1700’s gargoyles is replaced in my opinion by less attractiv Drainpipes 

    __________________________________________________________________________ 

7. today most gargoyles were ornamints with little functions other then decoration. 

    __________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 Be careful, essential words do not need commas. 

Incorrect: The apples, that fell off the tree, were bruised slightly. 

Correct: The apples that fell off the tree were bruised slightly. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

8. the word gargoyle, may had originated, from and old French term for “gargle” or “gurgling of water”! 

    ________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. its is thought, monstrous creatures were created to frighten away Evil Spirits from the building. 

    ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 10. if not use as a waterspout then the correct term for an ornamental gargoyle, is grotesque or chimera. 

    ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Gargoyle 
winged eagle 
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ANSWER KEY 
 
 

Commas II 
Editing 

 

Comma = ( , ) Use commas for a pause or separation between words. 

    Commas clarify and avoid confusion. 

   Examples: 
  The food, by the way, is fantastic!  (separates  phrases) 

  The leader was a nice, honest person.  (separates adjectives) 

  Well, it shouldn’t be long now.  (introductory word) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences. 

1. historically gargoyles is used to direct rain-water away from large tall buildings 

    Historically, gargoyles were used to direct rainwater away from large, tall buildings. 

2. after it reigns water flows off the roof into the hollow gargoyle and exited it’s mouth  

    After it rains, water flows off the roof into the hollow gargoyle and exits its mouth.  

3. so you see gargoyles Prevent waters from staining stonewalls an eroding mortar 

    So you see, gargoyles prevent water from staining stone walls and eroding mortar. 

4. by the way ancient egyptians and greeks also use animal-shaped Waterspouts 

    By the way, ancient Egyptians and Greeks also used animal-shaped waterspouts. 

5. many medieval european cathedrals designs gargoyles as Animals Humans or Creatures 

    Many medieval European cathedrals designed gargoyles as animals, humans, or creatures. 

6. in the early 1700’s gargoyles is replaced in my opinion by less attractiv Drainpipes 

   In the early 1700’s, gargoyles were replaced, in my opinion, by less attractive drainpipes. 

7. today most gargoyles were ornamints with little functions other then decoration. 

    Today, most gargoyles are ornaments with little function other than decoration. 
 

 

 Be careful, essential words do not need commas. 

Incorrect: The apples, that fell off the tree, were bruised slightly. 

Correct: The apples that fell off the tree were bruised slightly. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

8. the word gargoyle, may had originated, from and old French term for “gargle” or “gurgling of water”! 

    The word gargoyle may have originated from an old French term for “gargle” or “gurgling of water”. 

9. its is thought, monstrous creatures were created to frighten away Evil Spirits from the building. 

    It is thought monstrous creatures were created to frighten away evil spirits from the building. 

 10. if not use as a waterspout then the correct term for an ornamental gargoyle, is grotesque or chimera. 

    If not used as a waterspout, then the correct term for an ornamental gargoyle is grotesque or chimera. 
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